Multiple Application Water Treatment Systems

Boiler Application

Hard water is one of the main culprits that cause clogging in boiler pipes, because such water contains high levels of a variety of minerals. If hard water was originally put into your boiler, it will eventually cause problems throughout the system, including overheating in the tank.

These minerals will leave deposits on the pipe walls, and should they become thick enough, clogging can occur. Traditionally this problem was resolved by having a repair technician flush out the system and replace it with softer water.

This is expensive and problems can reoccur. The H²O ENERGIZER resolves this issue once and for all.

A simple installation of the H²O ENERGIZER not only removes any built up scale, it stops if from accumulating in the future.

H²O ENERGIZER – Good for Business

With a 10-year maintenance-free life expectancy, reduced water & energy consumption, and no filters to change, the H²O ENERGIZER virtually pays for itself. With added health features, it becomes a wise “business” decision.

By applying Hydrodynamic Magnetic Resonance (HDMR), the H²O ENERGIZER safely and efficiently realigns the molecular structure of water, making “hard” water softer, more permeable, and dissolvable.

We guarantee the following benefits:

- Removal of scaling from pipes
- Scale buildup prevention
- Decreased surface tension and viscosity
- Less total dissolved solids (TDS)
- Less energy use
- Increased water flow
- Reduced heat stress
- Increased longevity of pipes
- Reduced maintenance

Reduced maintenance equals increased productivity, thus making the H²O ENERGIZER a wise business decision.

Why Use the H²O ENERGIZER

The H2O ENERGIZER is good business. It reduces scale buildup for cleaner, more efficient pipes. It increases flow, reduces maintenance, and eliminates the need for chemicals.

Industries that use water for heating, cooling, sterilization, and wash-down systems will reduce costs and enhance environmental sustainability with the H²O ENERGIZER’s ability to reduce scaling.

In addition to reversing scaling challenges, efficiency is further enhanced by a reduction in the time and costs spent on maintenance and expensive machinery.

For more information about these products, check out our website at www.assetprotek.com